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Description
In a former workshop for funiture that has been transformed into a loft, the monochrome kitchen island NX 510 in 
sahara beige matt velvet that almost seems to float is standing in front of unfinished walls and striking concrete. 
Thanks to the visually reduced island frame in onyx black with its slender legs, it lends a feeling of filigree lighness. 
With its overall effect of cubic minimalism, the island proves to be a stand-alone communicative piece in the casual 
kitchen architecture.

Highlight of the planning: the tall unit with four retractable doors that is standing in the background. Not only, it hides 
a part of the kitchen but it is also an architectural design feature. Everything is hidden behind retractable doors that 
open directly by a simple touch before disappearing in the lateral part of the carcase. This is where the brand’s claim 
that focusses on precision, elegance, creativity and fonctionality is shown.

Material description

NX 510 Matt velvet lacquer, available in 13 colours
The surfaces created by matt velvet lacquer are convincing from a visual and a haptic point of view and produced by
a water based lacquer system with UV drying. This makes it possible to meet ecological demands and to assure high
resistance. The lacquer is applied to a high-quality chip board with a special melamine coating and a thick edging on
all four sides.

NX 640 Wood front oak elegant, available in 6 wood decors
Genuine wood fronts in oak elegant and natural walnut with their discreet grain pattern spread a warm, contemporary 
aesthetics. With their neutral shades, the six different decors are ideal combination partners, for example for matt 
lacquers in bright colours. Because wood is a natural product, each front is unique in terms of grain pattern thus 
spreading a singular charm.

Prices
On request

Data sheet | next125 NX 510 & NX 640

Materials | Fronts NX 510 in L202M Sahara beige matt 
velvet and NX 640 in F644 oak elegant pearl grey

Planning features | Island frame (island in Sahara beige 
matt velvet) with with matching Fenix worktop by Systemo,  
tall unit with four retractable doors with interior equipment 
in  lava black satin and illuminated recess panel, interior 
equipment in moulded non-woven material mottled an-
thracite
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